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Ayaz Shaikh , Marketing Director, Accusharp Cutting Tools Pvt Ltd

“Technology is the lifeline for every business today. We, at Accusharp, have built our organization on the building block of
technological innovation. We have constantly exceeded the expectations of our customers, by creating tools which no other
competitor of ours could have conceptualized. This extraordinary combination of radical ideation, nimble innovation and deft
execution has made us the service partner of choice for all our customers.
Steve Jobs once remarked “Simplicity is the best form of sophistication”. We take this principle to heart and ensure that every tool
devised by us would be simple to use, however, at the same time achieve the best results for our customers. Our organizational
culture of continuous improvement and critical appreciation have resulted in fostering an environment of successful
experimentation. Our committed and efficient team has been at the forefront of us transitioning to metamorphose as the
bellwether organization within our industry.
Covid-19 came in like a bolt out of the blue for the entire globe. At the onset of the pandemic in March last year, we were left
wondering as to how business would pan out in the months or year to follow. However, our spirit to triumph over obstacles and
passion to serve our customers, led us to come out on tops even during a tough period. We marched ahead as a single unit to
achieve our operational goals and business targets.
This is a testimonial to the Accusharp team and our vision in adopting latest technology, much prior to the outbreak of the
pandemic. We are convinced that even in the days, months and years to come, only organizations possessing world-class
technology would thrive. We have been endowed with this unique advantage due to our exceptional technological prowess. We
hope to be at the forefront of innovation to turbocharge our customers’ success and thereby become a game-changer within our
industry.”



